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INTRODUCTION

Since its conceptualization in the 1960s (Adam & Fitzgerald, 
2000), information systems (IS) has undertaken a hard ef-

indicators such as the existence of undergraduate, master, 
and doctoral programs; research centers focused on IS top-
ics; specialized conferences and journals; and professional 
and academic associations suggest that the IS discipline is 

On the other hand, during this 50-year path, the discipline 
of information systems can be critiqued for the multiple self-

logical-mathematical) research models and methods 

Additionally, the partial, disparate, and not consensual 

-

also suggest that the maturity-development process for the 

term information system -
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Theory of Systems (Ackoff, 1960, 

-

-

and ambiguous communicational system in the IS discipline 

cumulative research tradition and delayed the maturation of 

by utilizing the core principles from the Theory of Systems 

extend and update the conceptualizations reported in previ-

the terms system
organization, business process, and information system 

BACKGROUND

The term information system 

-
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There have been few, if any, efforts to formalize the the 
core concepts of IS. Despite attempts to reduce ambigu-
ity, which have increased consequently the quality of the 

for example, syntac-
tical and structural perspectives that hide core semantic 
information of the concept system formulated in the Sys-
tems Science literature

-

based on a common-sense language that has been critiqued 

the concept information system still has multiple meanings. 

the

requires to mature and simultaneously be relevant and useful 
for practitioners.

THE FORMALIZATION OF THE
CONSTRUCT

and
turn, the concepts O(X)
IS(X),and envelopEE(X)
and the original concept of environment W(X) is replaced 

ENT(X). To complete this set 

following concepts: HLBP(X)
low-level business process LLBP(X) -
ness process SSBP(X) supra-suprasystem SSS(X) non-

NENT(X), and world W(X). Updates are mainly 

As in similar works from the authors and related literature 

conceptual development based on an ontological path to 

An object of study formalized as system-I and
denoted as SI(X) is a whole  that 

conceptual
structure attributes
of events  and its set of 
for any subset  of attributes of , the set of events

 associated with  differs in at least one element 
from the set of events  associated with 

implies to specify SI(X) <

An object of study formalized as system-II and
denoted as SII(X)=<C S is a whole 

application.

controls.

models and a database.

Nolan and Wetherbe
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